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Machine Drawing
1. Finding out the missing views from two given projection and dimensioning
2. Drawing of joints
3. Orthographic projection
4. Different symbols

2.

Heat engines
1. Different types of heat engines
2. Different cycles involved in heat engines
3. Basic difference in steam engine and automotive engines
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Thermodynamics
1. Introduction
2. First law of thermodynamics
3. Second law of thermodynamics
4. Thermodynamics properties of fluid
5. Internal energy
6. Enthalpy
7. Entropy
8. Basic thermodynamics process
9. Petrol engine and diesel engine cycles
10. Mixed cycles
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Strength of materials
1. Stress and strain
2. Tension and compression
3. Shear and torsion
4. Bending
5. Design of axially loaded columns
6. Combined loading
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Electricity
1. Basic knowledge of electro mechanical principle
2. Basic knowledge of AC DC motors
3. Basic knowledge of generator
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Material science
1. Blast furnace, puddling furnace, open hearth furnace, electrical furnace
2. Steel and alloys, composition and classification of steel
3. Heat treatment and types of heat treatment
4. Annealing, normalizing, hardening, tempering, quenching
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Machine elements and mechanisms
1. Joints / connections types and applications
2. Shafts and axles types and application
3. Bearings belts and pulleys
4. Gears and their types and uses
5. Power transmission types and application
6. Principles and application of different mechanesms
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Boilers compressors and pumps
1. Boilers and its working principle
2. Compressors principle and types
3. Pumps principle and types
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Manufacturing technology
1. Workshop safety rules, hand tools safety machine safety rules
2. Shaper machine definition, principle parts, return mechanism
3. Milling machine
4. Lathe machine
5. Grinding
6. Welding and its types
7. Brazing
8. Soldering
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1. General tools and measuring devices
a) Different types of files
b) Identify different types of tools
c) Layout and measuring tools
d) Taps and dies
e) Nuts, bolts and rivets
2. Automobiles ground equipments
a) Types of batteries
b) Components of engines and their terminologies
c) Difference between automobiles oil and aircraft oil
3. Maintenance safety and support equipment
a) Break down, Preventive & Proactive Maintenance
b) Fire extinguisher
c) Maintenance safety
d) Jacking and Towing
e) Types of ground support equipments
4. Aircraft general
a) Types of aircraft
b) Aircraft terminology
c) Types of aircraft lubricants
d) Aircraft engines
5. Machine tools
a) Lathe Machine & types
b) Shaper Machine
c) Milling
d) Grinding & types
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